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Time: February 16, 2017 and May 10, 2020
Interview by email

Li Xiaofeng（黎小锋 , hereafter referred to as Li）: Can 
you share why you made the film Mirror of Emptiness
（无镜，2010）? Because of your faith? After finishing 
this work, do you think it has changed you or not? 

Ma Li ( 马莉 , hereafter referred to as Ma ): The filming 
of Mirror of Emptiness was out of a coincidence, rather 
than an intentional and well-prepared programme. In 
2011, when I had been filming Born in Beijing ( 京生 ) for three years and was stuck in constant frustration, 
director Gao Qunshu ( 高群书 ) invited me to make a film about Sesu Temple ( 色须寺 ) in the northwestern 
part of Sichuan Province ( 四川省 ). This invitation turned out to be a kind of predestined mission, which not 
only helped me get through the bottleneck period in the production of Jingsheng, but also exerted great influ-
ence on my subsequent works, though I am not sure whether it changed me as a person. It was after Mirror of 
Emptiness that I decided to produce the Plight Trilogy ( 困境三部曲 ).

Still from Mirror of Emptiness
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Li: Can you introduce the logic of your editing? Why did you choose this structure?

Ma: Almost every point of the nearly 200 hours of footage leads to a different direction, especially those with 
the theme of plateau, religion, exoticism, anecdotes, and plight, yet none of them really touches my heart. In 
that seemingly peaceful place, I was unexpectedly overwhelmed by the worries of life, which are ubiquitous 
and conflict with the essence of life itself, day after day, and maybe even for the rest of this lifetime. This was 
the sensation that the temple generated in me. I was determined to express it, so delicate and subtle, and from 
which I had to take tremendous care not to deviate. I think it was this carefulness that shaped my editing log-
ic and the structure of the film’s final presentation. 

Still from Mirror of Emptiness

Li: What did you do to make the monks, including those in seclusion, accessible? Did you have any secret 
methods?

Ma: My method was to be honest with all of them, those willing to be filmed and those unwilling, as well. 

Li: How many versions are there of this film? Are there any taboos in filming sky burials?

Ma: Only one. To film the sky burial, we had to obtain the consent from the living Buddha and the family of 
the dead in advance.

Li: What were your ideas for creating the soundtrack, the music, the sound effects, and the frame?

Ma: Incidental music is inherent in all my films.  It is my mood and rhythm.

Li: What kind of work did you do before you became an independent film director? Have you been trained in 
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this field? What made you determined to produce independent films?

Ma: I am an amateur in the field of independent cinema, though I have always been a practitioner in terms of 
film production. To produce independent films does not necessarily involve a change of artistic style: it was 
not until the completion of Born in Beijing and Mirror of Emptiness that I came to understand independent 
cinema in general. Before filming Born in Beijing, I worked for a TV station and devoted all my energies to 
producing documentaries about scholars in the time of the Republic of China ( 民国 ) (1912-1949). It has al-
ways been my preference to tell the stories of people. 

In 2004, I started planning my first independent film in the proper sense because I wanted to relieve my artis-
tic practice from any external constraints. So far, all my documentaries are made by me alone, with one cam-
era. I am self-funded and the agent of my own work, except for the incidental music, which is contributed by 
external sources. 

Still from Born in Beijing

Li: When did you start filming Born in Beijing? How long did you spend on it? What did you hear about Lao 
Hao ( 老郝 ) after the night when she disappeared and during the time when she was stuck in the mental hos-
pital?

Ma: I hurriedly entered the village with merely a home video camera in the winter of 2004 when it began to 
be demolished. Three months later, I managed to borrow a PD190 camera from a friend and used it for the 
rest of the filming of Born in Beijing.

In 2008, Lao Hao was in severe trouble, which stopped filming for over half a year, until she reappeared 
again.
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The day after Lao Hao’s disappearance, I went to her rental place and found it messy and in chaos. Lao Hao’s 
possessions had been confiscated and all other tenants were driven away; only Jingsheng ( 京生 ) was left be-
hind, lonely. It was a serious issue and we received no news of her, though Jingsheng and I asked lawyers to 
investigate. Without a place to stay, Jingsheng could only return to her hometown to do odd jobs for a living. 
She was probably in tremendous despair as there seemed no chance for Lao Hao to come back on the basis 
of the immediate situation, which, however, neither of us spoke about at that moment. The filming of Lao 
Hao’s story had to be suspended and I went to the plateau to film Mirror of Emptiness. There had been no 
news either from Lao Hao or from Jingsheng before I finished the film and left the plateau. However, I had 
the feeling that Lao Hao, with her tenacious vitality, would not step away from my camera for good. Also I 
believed that if Lao Hao had even the least possibility of coming out of custody, she would definitely return 
to Beijing. This feeling became stronger and stronger, and I decided to go back to the village to look for Lao 
Hao. The village was unrecognizable as houses had been razed to the ground; Xinfu Road ( 新富路 ), the lo-
cation of Lao Hao’s rental place, was completely demolished; the bridge holes where the villagers once lived 
were sealed with cement. A month later, I found a family in a concrete tube on the bank of the Yongding Riv-
er ( 永定河岸 ), where they had been living since the demolition of the village. They told me about the possi-
ble whereabouts of the villagers. I finally managed to find Lao Hao in a remoter suburb of Beijing. We spent 
New Year’s Eve together without preparing any festival dishes, sharing the large box of dumplings provided 
by the social worker whose job was to prevent Lao Hao from making further appeals to higher government 
offices.

Li: Did you start by focusing on petitioners in general—the group of people who appeal to higher govern-
mental offices for justice—or only the mother and daughter? Was Jingsheng intentionally chosen to make 
Beijing the symbol of the film? It is risky for women to make films on this type of subjects. Director Zhao 
Liang ( 照亮 ) was filming the same subject at the same time. Are there any overlaps of characters and scenes 
between your film and his?

Ma: I started with filming the demolition of the village. By the time I managed to film on the site, the demo-
lition had already advanced to the backyard. There was no time to think too much, because the first and most 
important thing was to record this last village. It was a long time before I got to know Jingsheng and Lao 
Hao. However, later, when I examined the materials, I found that Jingsheng was actually in the footage of the 
first day.

Jingsheng changed her name after getting married. In daily life, only Lao Hao would call her ‘Xiaoshengzi’ 
( 小生子 ) when they are alone. Few people know that her original name was Jingsheng.

The village was finally torn down, and I followed the villagers to look for new places. Jingsheng brought me 
to their new rented place, which looked like a miniature village. I filmed both Lao Hao’s room and another 
two men’s rented rooms at the same time. I saved the footage of the male characters for future use, with the 
ambition to produce two documentaries on the same subject. However, as I later started to shoot a new film, I 
was less resolute in editing a counterpart version of Jingsheng. 

After living with Lao Hao for a long time, one day I accidentally asked about the origin of the nickname 
‘Xiaoshengzi’, and learned it means ‘little kid born in Beijing’, namely Jingsheng. That was a monumental 
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moment in the production of this film, and it was from then on that I knew what the title of the film would be.

In this village, anyone, whether a man or a woman, carrying a camera was eye-catching and would be in dan-
ger. The first time I met Zhao Liang was on the New Year’s Eve of 2006 or 2007. After having dinner at Lao 
Hao’s place, I went to set off fireworks for the people living in the ruins of the village, and there Zhao Liang 
was filming them watching TV. After that, Zhao Liang sometimes came to visit Lao Hao, and we met each 
other a bit more often. Because I haven’t had the opportunity to watch Zhao Liang’s film, I don’t know how 
much our films overlap.

Li: Did you have a theme before filming, or did the theme come into being in the process of filming?

Ma: I am against the theme taking precedence over the filming. The duration of my filming process is ex-
tremely long—which is a deliberate and conscious choice on my part. The reason for this extended process is 
not to wait for a story to happen or for a character to grow. Instead, I want to reconstruct my way of thinking, 
or to wait for the possibility that my thinking is reversed. It is a very hard process, because one needs tre-
mendous strength to dismantle one’s own stupid inertia, while at the same time you have to deny lots of your 
presuppositions, which is painful and time-consuming. I also spend a long time editing, because the end of 
filming does not mean that the reconstruction of one’s thinking is complete. In fact, I am always in a state of 
innocence and ignorance when I finish filming. It is always during the editing process that I start to feel the 
beauty of realisation.  

Li: It seems to me that the snowy scenes at the Beijing South Railway Station ( 北京南站 ) at the beginning 
of the film are framed with a kind of feminine lens. Was that your intention, or merely my misinterpretation?

Ma: I think this is a kind of misinterpretation. My favorite filming spot was the river bank across the vil-
lage before its final and complete demolition. From there, I filmed the village gradually turning to ruins, the 
increasingly large renovation project of the South Railway Station, and from there I also filmed an endless 
railway extending to remote homes. As a matter of fact, this was the only spot that I could film without any 
interference. When I shot on the other side of the river, every time they just popped up from nowhere and 
asked me to leave. 

Li: When did Lao Hao tell you about that story of Jingsheng’s childhood? Did she tell it to you at the very 
beginning or did she gradually reveal it later? In terms of Jingsheng’s story, what were your considerations 
about how to tell it, and what to include?

Ma: Everyone in the petitioner village has a huge bag containing all the files and receipts they need to appeal 
their case to the higher government offices. They carry the bags all the time because their rented homes can 
be raided at any time. Lao Hao also had such a bag. She is illiterate and asked me to sort the materials after I 
moved into her place. I found a document of the case that imprisoned Jingsheng’s stepfather. I could tell by 
the age who that victimized little girl was. But I thought it would be too cruel to touch on this excruciating 
memory. And, I have always felt that one’s subjects should be allowed to keep secrets that they don’t want to 
reveal. 
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But, one day, mother and daughter confided this painful memory to me almost simultaneously. I understood 
them. That was quite a hard time for them: their rental was to be demolished, and they were to become home-
less again. Lao Hao would never leave Beijing, and her poor health wouldn’t allow her to live an itinerant 
life. Lao Hao needed Jingsheng, yet her needs would interfere too much with Jingsheng’s family, and might 
finally break it. Jingsheng, in turn, under the dual pressure of mother and husband, was almost at collapse. 
They had to talk to ease their own anxiety and relieve the tension between them. When they were talking, I 
listened quietly, not asking any questions and, in fact, I had no desire to ask any. 

During editing, I was hesitating whether this story should be included in the film. Finally I decided I would 
include it. Because even right now, when I am being interviewed by you, I can still vividly recall the shock of 
the day Jingsheng imparted this story to me: how did it come to be that the little girl could face up to her cold 
and absurd world in such an indifferent manner? But also, because of this part, I had to restrict the accessibil-
ity of this film on the internet, which, otherwise, could reach a more extensive audience.

Li:  Why did you use Rilke’s ( 里尔克 ) lines in the title: ‘Who, if I cried out, would hear me from the hierar-
chies of angels?’ In the film, a Christian was praying. What is a Christian’s solution if they need to appeal to 
a higher government office? Is there a hidden clue to religious redemption in the film?

Ma: There is no reason for my quotation of Rilke’s poetic line. I just felt like it, in the same way that I felt 
that Born in Beijing should be the title. I don’t think it’s a hidden clue to religious salvation. I don’t think re-
ligion is redeeming.

Li: When you interviewed mother and daughter again three years later, Lao Hao expressed her disappoint-
ment that your film did not help even a little to relieve their situation. How did you feel? Did you receive the 
same question from the characters of Inmates ( 囚 , 2017)? How do documentary film directors face the dis-
appointment of their characters?

Ma: Lao Hao never expected anything of this film from the first day of shooting. I think she was right. Even 
today, I still think that the filming brought more disadvantages than benefits in real life to the characters. And 
I myself, as a director, should feel guilty for this.

Li: The psychiatric hospital where The Prisoner was shot is far away in the northeast of the country. What 
are the origins of this film? Did you stay in that hospital during filming? From the notes you wrote, and also 
from your Wechat ( 微信 ) messages, I feel you were mentally involved to some extent. How does the direc-
tor place herself in relation to the film?

Ma: One of the characters I encountered in the process of filming Born in Beijing was unforgettable: he was 
labeled mentally ill after an accident, and lived an overwhelmingly different life thereafter. In order to rid 
himself of this label, he began to petition higher levels of government. After being received by an official one 
time, he died of a sudden illness. Because of him, I began to look for an opportunity to enter a psychiatric 
hospital, which could not happen in Beijing. I had to expand my search. I didn’t stay in that hospital. Instead, 
I rented a place in the city and went to film in the hospital every day. 
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When shooting each of my films, I undergo a period of frustration and depression, which is caused by prob-
lems specific to each film. But, in retrospect, one thing is consistent: namely, when feeling frustrated and de-
pressed, I was going through a process of self-subversion.

Li: In terms of style, Mirror of Emptiness is neat and solemn, and Born in Beijing is simple and vivid. What 
were your ideas about the visual style and aesthetic features of Inmates in the planning stage? What were 
your concerns in the production process from a sociological perspective?

Ma: I am not interested in playing fancy tricks with cinema lenses. I think the formal dimensions of story-
telling should serve its content to the fullest extent. Also, the form should be in harmony with the immediate 
shooting environment. I always train myself to be quiet and peaceful on location. The presence of the di-
rector is an intervention.  In other words, being a director means you are never invisible to your characters. 
However, when a certain degree of peace is achieved between you and the camera, an unspoken relationship 
between you and your characters will emerge, which is subtle and beautiful. I am very eager to capture and 
present such a relationship, though I’ve yet to fulfil this desire.

I always hope that after watching Born in Beijing and Inmates, people will walk out of the cinema and start 
to look for ‘them’ in real life, though at present that seems to be just wishful thinking.  

Still from Inmates

Li: Was the trilogy an overall plan from the very beginning, or did it gradually emerge? Will the trilogy de-
velop into a tetralogy? Do you have any new plans?

Ma: The Plight Trilogy was originally a general and integrated plan, but the specific direction of each of the 
stories was the result of chance. Now it’s becoming a tetralogy, with the fourth film currently in production. 


